Siobhan Healy

Tim Taylor

Siobhan Healy created two pieces to
be integrated into the building. The idea
behind the piece in the reception desk
was to reference the history of the site
before the Maryhill Health Centre was
built. Thus we have an image of the old
Gairbraid School as well as references
to the geology and wild plants of the
area. The artist said that she hoped that
the artwork might serve as “a reminder
of the spirit of the place.” The second
piece is a plant installation in the wooden
screen: this work makes reference to the
wild plants that grow naturally near the
Maryhill Health Centre. The artist hoped
that the piece would remind us of the
way that “plants are traditional herbal
remedies and that many pharmaceutical
drugs originated from chemicals
found in plants.”

Tim Taylor created fifteen artworks
integrated within the walls, viewed
through tenement door viewers, depicting
the rich cultural and industrial heritage
of Maryhill. Ten artworks are integrated
within the waiting areas’ floor depicting
the Forth and Clyde Canal and the River
Kelvin watercourses that cross in Maryhill,
at different periods of their history. The
artist said that “through the creation of
unexpected interventions withing the
architecture and through shifts in form,
scale and commodity,” he hoped “that
the building’s users might consider their
community’s rich history and unique
locale and leave with enquiring minds
lifted and rejuvenated.”

The title for the project, “Waken into
Falling Light”, is taken from the poem,
Listen. Put On Morning, by Greenock
poet, W.S. Graham.
—
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Keiko Mukaide &
Ronnie Watt
Keiko Mukaide and Ronnie Watt
conceived two related works, one
hanging in space and one wall mounted.
For the narrower space entered from
Kelvindale Road they have made a
slender hanging cloud-like form high in
the atrium. In the reception space they
created a “living wall” form, its elements
reflected on a surface of anodised
aluminium. The artists intended that
“the compass needle is a key element
of both; a metaphor for Maryhill’s
maritime history while also evocative
of the journey through the building and
through the health events which may
change the course of our lives.”


Donny O’Rourke

About the artworks

Donny O’Rourke wrote a suite of
over twenty poems entitled Medical
Medicants and carried out poetry
workshops with local school children
and within the community. He wrote
of his ambition for: “a poetry that can
illuminate, perhaps even enlighten in
the spiritual and philosophical sense,
words that will sparkle and glow,
even in a Scottish winter or amidst
the worries of ill-health.” In response
to a reading of his poems, one patient
was moved to comment: “They seem
simple, easy, sometimes whimsical,
sometimes serious, a delightful few
lines just to enjoy; but at the same
time they are profoundly apt, focusing
on issues, problems, joys, triumphs,
events – all the things patients and
staff are concerned with as they cope
with the needs of human healing,
body and spirit.”

Our aim as the Art, Design and
Environmental Group was to integrate
within the Maryhill Health and Social
Work Centre some beautifully designed
art works which would lift the spirits
and sense of well-being for patients,
staff and visitors alike. To this end we
commissioned a range of works which
would bring originality and inspiration
to the walls of the building. The artists
have brought to the place a sense of the
beauty of the natural world beyond, a
sense of the rich and colourful heritage
of Maryhill, a sense of the exciting
possibilities within contemporary glass
design and a sense that poetry can enrich
our experience of the everyday world.
The commissioned artists were Keiko
Mukaide and Ronnie Watt, Tim Taylor,
Siobhan Healy, Donny O’Rourke (poet)
and Emlyn Firth (poetry graphics).

